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Energy as Europe’s next frontier

Europe is at a crossroads in 2007. we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Rome Treaties. the debate on the future of Europe is back on track

Energy is one of the focal points of the European debate. there is an ever growing demand for energy: over 50% increase likely by 
2030. resources are scarce, demand and prices are increasing, whereas 
supply is tight. solutions cannot contradict our climate change objectives

The Reform Treaty introduces the energy theme into primary EU legislation. outlines the key objectives of energy policy: functioning energy markets, 
security of supply, energy efficiency, and new and renewable forms of 
energy. expressly establishes the principle of solidarity in energy
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Ambition needed to deliver a future for 
European energy

. The 2007 Spring European Council
gave first indications of energy policy for Europe aiming at 
increased competitiveness, security of supply, and sustainability
set a target of a 20% (or 30%) cut in greenhouse gas emission by
2020 (compared to 1990 figures)

. In September 2007 the third legislative package for electricity and gas 
markets was adopted

paves the way for an integrated and competitive internal energy 
market in the EU
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Ambition must be underpinned by realism

. The EU climate objectives require a well-balanced, diversified and low-
CO2 energy mix 

fossil fuels continue to have a key place

. Fossil fuels as a base for ambitious energy policy must satisfy two 
criteria:

Reduced CO2 footprint 
=> need for low-CO2 technologies
Enhanced reliability of supplies 
=> need for reinforced solidarity
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Low-CO2 fossil fuels

. Carbon Capture and Storage offers a feasible technological solution
the Strategic Energy Technology Plan to recognize CCS as a 
priority energy technology

. CCS demonstration is the first milestone
Commission and industry co-operation needed for up to 12 large-scale 
CCS demonstration projects by 2015

legal framework for CCS will soon be tabled
project co-ordination and support at MS and EU level is necessary
costs need further consideration

. Sustained and material commitment from MS and industry is crucial to 
develop and apply CCS technologies

we need to keep the CCS momentum to avoid Europe becoming a 
future importer of CCS technologies
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Solidarity

. In order for fossil fuels to represent a solid element of the energy mix, 
reliability of supplies need to be assured by solidarity mechanisms

Internal dimension
External dimension. Internal:
Oil: emergency stock mechanism has been in place for 40 years and is 
now undergoing a revision
Gas: at present there is no obligation to maintain gas stocks, the 
Commission is currently assessing the need for EU gas storage. External:
the EU and Member States must speak with one voice about 
energy with third parties
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